OKEBFP is a l-D discrete-ordinates coupled electron-photon transport code that was recently developed to replace the ONELD code. The reasons for this replacement are explained in terms of a comparison of the programming structure and numerics of the two codes.
Introduction
ONELD is l-D discrete-ordinates coupled electron-photon transport code that was developed in 1989 at LANL with funding from the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). The development of ONELD was part of a larger DNA project to develop a code for box-IEMP analysis. Specifically, ONELD was developed to provide the BOXIEMP-I1 code with charge deposition profiles resulting from photo-Compton electron generation in electronic boxes irradiated by x-rays. The BOXIEMP-I1 code was developed for the DNA by JAYCOR. In 1996 ONELD was replaced with an upgraded transport code called ONEBFP. The purpose of this report is to explain why this replacement was made. This is done by comparing these two codes in terms of both programming structure and numerics.
ONELD Background
The ONELD code is a descendent of the OWEDANT' neutral-particle multigroup transport code. ONEDANT has a spatial discretization scheme that is unsuitable for electron transport calculations. ONELD essentially consists of OSEDAXT with a spatial linear-discontinuous (LD) finite-element differencing scheme replacing the original diamond differencing (DD) scheme. Strictly speaking, the Boltzmann equation solved by OKELD is not adequate for electron transport. One must add a Fokker-Planck operator, known as the continuous-slowing-down (CSD) operator, to the Boltzrnann equation. The resulting equation is known as a Boltzmann-Fokker-Planck (BFP) equation.-Explicitly adding this operator to ONELD would have required considerable additional modifications to ONEDANT. This was completely avoided by using a scattering cross-section representation for the CSD operator. In particular, a multigroup-Legendre moment representation was used that is equivalent to the CSD operator differenced in energy with the diamond ~c h e m e .~
The cross-section data used in ONELD is read from an input file at run time. Coupled electron-photon cross-section data (including the CSD operator data) is generated with the CEPXS code.4 proved to be very difficult for JAYCOR personnel (the developers of BOXIEMP-11) to maintain as the code was ported to new computers. Furthermore, an extremely small subset of the sophisticated capabilities of the ONELD input/output module were used when the code was executed in BOXIEMP-11.
0 ONELD is coded in FORTRAN-77 and stores all arrays that depend upon problem size in a single containter array. The memory pointers for these arrays must be explicitly calculated, and these arrays must passed to all subroutines through the calling sequence. This approach was common before the advent of modern memory management capablities, but it is now quite obsolete. The presence of this programming structure in ONELD makes it very time consuming to make even the simplest modificat.ions to the code.
0 The diamond-differenced form of the continuous-slowing-down operator used in ONELD is second-order accurate, but it can yield highly oscillatory non-phy si cal solutions when st ressed.
ONEBFP Properties
ONEBFP was developed to eliminate the deficiencies of ONELD. 
Conclusions
Overall, ONEBFP represents a considerable improvement relative to OWELD: OWEBFP is roughly 20 times smaller than ONELD, easier to maintain and modify, and its numerics are much more accurate and robust. Furthermore, OXEBFP was built in 1995 for a total of $loOK, which is the same dollar amount needed to develop ONELD in 1989. Therefore the development of ONEBFP was highly cost-effective.
